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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Examining four trends shaping the energy industry
Key trends impacting the industry in 2022

GLOBAL OVERVIEW

Energy industry recovers after the pandemic shocks
Production value to fully recover in 2022
China and the US continue to dominate global industry
P rofit margins recover in light of rising demand and growing fossil fuel prices
Exports on steep recovery with rising global demand for energy
China and India to continue leading global energy imports growth
Asia Pacific to remain the largest energy market in the World
Rising fossil fuel prices are driving energy industry revenue growth

GLOBAL OVERVIEW

Energy prices set for decline in second half of 2022

LEADING COMPANIES

Chinese energy companies lead the global market
Total number of companies on the rise with recovering demand
Industry concentration to increase with tightening environmental regulations

GLOBAL OUTLOOK

China, the US and Brazil to drive future production value growth
Most major producers will have reached pre-pandemic production revenues by 2022-2023
Key future trends shaping the global industry

COUNTRY SNAPSHOTS

China: Industry reaches pre-pandemic turnover revenues in 2021
Lockdowns in 2022 to negatively affect energy market development
USA: Energy industry set for robust turnover increase
Large domestic market demand to continue supporting industry revenues
Russia: Strict trade sanctions to severely hit industry revenues in 2022
Invasion of Ukraine to reshape Russia’s export future
Iran: Industry vulnerable to global political landscape
Hope for future lifting of sanctions increases investment in production output
Saudi Arabia: Resilient to COVID-19 shocks
Saudi Arabia continues to invest in Asian market refining to secure future crude oil buyers
Canada: Industry to continue on steep recovery path over the outlook period
New pipeline projects to secure future export growth
India: Industry set for consistent growth
Demand for refined petroleum to be supported by swift growth in road transport
Brazil: Industry remains resilient to COVID-19 shock
Brazil to amp up exploration and production
Australia: Industry slow to recover
Uncertain coal future and shrinking refining dampens Australian energy industry prospects
South Korea: Industry remains resilient to COVID-19 shock
Despite high prices, South Korea increases crude oil purchases to meet export demand
Definitions
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Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/global-overview-of-the-energy-industry/report.


